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                    CFP: TEXT Technology (journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Friday, March 13, 1998 - 7:50pm


Peter Sands


******** PLEASE CROSSPOST *********

TEXT Technology CALL FOR PAPERS and REVIEWS






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Early Theatre (journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Wednesday, March 11, 1998 - 5:46am


Helen Ostovich


ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW JOURNAL

Early Theatre: A Journal associated with the Records of Early English
Drama (acronym ET/REED, ISSN 1206-9078) will appear annually beginning in
the fall of 1998.  Early Theatre is a peer-reviewed journal with a
nine-menber international editorial board.  The first volume will contain
articles and notes on a variety of cultural and theatrical concerns, such
as:
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Helen Ostovich


ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW JOURNAL

Early Theatre: A Journal associated with the Records of Early English
Drama (acronym ET/REED, ISSN 1206-9078) will appear annually beginning in
the fall of 1998.  Early Theatre is a peer-reviewed journal with a
nine-menber international editorial board.  The first volume will contain
articles and notes on a variety of cultural and theatrical concerns, such
as:
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  updated: 
Wednesday, March 11, 1998 - 5:46am


Helen Ostovich


ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW JOURNAL

Early Theatre: A Journal associated with the Records of Early English
Drama (acronym ET/REED, ISSN 1206-9078) will appear annually beginning in
the fall of 1998.  Early Theatre is a peer-reviewed journal with a
nine-menber international editorial board.  The first volume will contain
articles and notes on a variety of cultural and theatrical concerns, such
as:






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Literary and Linguistic Computing (journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Tuesday, March 10, 1998 - 7:35pm


Stuart Lee


'Literary and Linguistic Computing' is a refereed journal, published by
Oxford University Press.

Dear Colleagues






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Literary and Linguistic Computing (journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Tuesday, March 10, 1998 - 7:35pm


Stuart Lee


'Literary and Linguistic Computing' is a refereed journal, published by
Oxford University Press.

Dear Colleagues






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Sycamore: American Studies (E-journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Monday, March 9, 1998 - 1:11am


Ian Finseth


                        * * CALL FOR PAPERS * *

Sycamore, an online scholarly journal of American Studies, is accepting
article-length papers on the following topics: The American Family, War
and Peace, Science in Art, and The Coolidge Years (1923-1929).  These
topics are broadly conceived (excepting the chronological restriction of
the last), and submissions representing a diversity of fields and
interpretive or theoretical perspectives are encouraged.  Sycamore can be
found at <http://www.unc.edu/sycamore>.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Sycamore: American Studies (E-journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Monday, March 9, 1998 - 1:11am


Ian Finseth


                        * * CALL FOR PAPERS * *

Sycamore, an online scholarly journal of American Studies, is accepting
article-length papers on the following topics: The American Family, War
and Peace, Science in Art, and The Coolidge Years (1923-1929).  These
topics are broadly conceived (excepting the chronological restriction of
the last), and submissions representing a diversity of fields and
interpretive or theoretical perspectives are encouraged.  Sycamore can be
found at <http://www.unc.edu/sycamore>.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: _Time-Sense_, a Gertrude Stein quarterly (E-journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Tuesday, February 10, 1998 - 1:18am


Sonja Streuber


                        **********************
                          ***_TIME-SENSE_***
                        **********************

          an electronic quarterly on the art of Gertrude Stein

invites submissions, both critical and creative, in written, visual, and
aural media.
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Sonja Streuber


                        **********************
                          ***_TIME-SENSE_***
                        **********************

          an electronic quarterly on the art of Gertrude Stein

invites submissions, both critical and creative, in written, visual, and
aural media.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Book History &amp; Arts (magazine column)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Sunday, February 1, 1998 - 9:15pm


Colleen T. Sell


Biblio Magazine is actively seeking educational, informational, or
technical articles on books, book arts, book history, and book
publishing for our "Biblio University" column. Recent article topics
have been:
  "In the Lay of the Paper" (defines the varying forms of paper used in
book production), by Sidney E. Berger
  "Art for Print's Sake" (defines several types of book illustrations),
by Gene Freeman
  "Taxing Subject: Cuneiform Writing," by Daniel Lindley
  "The Grangerizing Effect" (extra-illustrated books), by Gene Freeman
  "The ABCs of Bibliographic Description" (physical characteristics of
books), by Sidney E. Berger
  "A Chapter on Chapbooks," by Daniel Lindley





  

  
    

      
                    CFP: IN[]VISIBLE CULTURE: E-Journal for Visual Studies

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Sunday, February 1, 1998 - 4:52am


Mario A. Caro


Introudcing:

IN[]VISIBLE CULTURE: An Electronic Journal for Visual Studies

http://www.rochester.edu/in_visible_culture

The purpose of _In[]Visible Culture_ is to provide a forum for critical
approaches to the production and analysis of cultural objects. The journal
features essays and art projects that address contemporary issues within
visual studies. In an effort to encourage lively discussions and debates,
the publication entertains the wide spectrum of methodological and
disciplinary approaches (including, postcolonial, feminist, marxist,
psychoanalytic, and queer theories) being applied to the study of visual
culture.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Arabic/Comparative Literature (journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Saturday, January 24, 1998 - 10:32pm


jal_at_indiana.edu


THE JOURNAL OF ARABIC LITERATURE

                               ANNOUNCES

CURRENT ISSUE (October, 1997):

Hussein N. Kadhim, Indiana University, Bloomington
"The Poetics of Postcolonialism:  Two Qasidahs by Ahmad Shawqi."

Zahra A. Hussein Ali, Kuwait University
"The Aesthetics of Transgression:  Khalil Hawi's `The Sailor and the
Dervish' and the European Grotesque."

Dmitry Frolov, Moscow University
"The Place of Rajaz in the History of Arabic Verse."

                        CALL FOR PAPERS






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Renaissance Studies Journal

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Tuesday, January 20, 1998 - 2:02am


ceri sullivan


The editors of Renaissance Studies invite articles on aspects of
Renaissance culture which cross several disciplines: the visual arts,
religion, literature, and languages of Europe during the period.

They are particularly keen to receive articles which deal with work from
regions which are less frequently commented on, including Spain, Portugal,
the Low Countries, Russia, and the Americas.
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ceri sullivan


The editors of Renaissance Studies invite articles on aspects of
Renaissance culture which cross several disciplines: the visual arts,
religion, literature, and languages of Europe during the period.

They are particularly keen to receive articles which deal with work from
regions which are less frequently commented on, including Spain, Portugal,
the Low Countries, Russia, and the Americas.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Teaching Lit with Computers (on-line journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Monday, January 12, 1998 - 7:38pm


Seth.Kat


                Teaching Literature with Computers:
                 A Refereed Electronic Publication
                 <http://www.triton.dsu.edu/tlwc>

        New Publication Announcement and Call for Papers
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                 A Refereed Electronic Publication
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        New Publication Announcement and Call for Papers






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Nineteenth Century Studies (no deadline; journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Wednesday, January 7, 1998 - 9:20pm


David Hanson


The editors of the annual interdisciplinary journal, *Nineteenth Century
Studies,* solicit submissions of cross-disciplinary essays, as well as
comparative studies-that is, studies that cross national boundaries and/or
range across the nineteenth century.  Entering its sixteenth year of
publication, *Nineteenth Century Studies* publishes articles of interest to
scholars of the nineteenth century in America, Britain and the British
Empire, and Europe.  Topics include, but are not limited to, literature,
art history,  history,  music, and the history of science and the social
sciences.
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art history,  history,  music, and the history of science and the social
sciences.
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The editors of the annual interdisciplinary journal, *Nineteenth Century
Studies,* solicit submissions of cross-disciplinary essays, as well as
comparative studies-that is, studies that cross national boundaries and/or
range across the nineteenth century.  Entering its sixteenth year of
publication, *Nineteenth Century Studies* publishes articles of interest to
scholars of the nineteenth century in America, Britain and the British
Empire, and Europe.  Topics include, but are not limited to, literature,
art history,  history,  music, and the history of science and the social
sciences.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Negations (journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Wednesday, December 17, 1997 - 11:02pm


RTHOMPSON_at_GAMMA.IS.TCU.EDU


Call for Paper for Negations, an Interdisciplinary Journal of Social
Thought






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Call for Exchanges with Links &amp; Letters

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Wednesday, December 3, 1997 - 2:53am


Sara M. Alegre


LINKS & LETTERS, the journal of the Departament de Filologia Anglesa i de
Germanística of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain, welcomes
exchanges with other language and literature journals around the world.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: English Women's Works 1500-1750 (series of edited volumes)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Wednesday, October 15, 1997 - 6:23pm


BETTY TRAVITSKY


PLEASE CROSS POST:

15 October 1997
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                    CFP: 18th-C. Women (new journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Saturday, September 6, 1997 - 7:49am


Linda Veronika Troost


                Announcing a New Annual From AMS Press
                         56 East 13th Street
                    New York, NY  10003-4686  USA

                      EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY WOMEN:
              STUDIES IN THEIR WORKS, LIVES, AND CULTURE
                    Linda Veronika Troost, Editor
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                    CFP: Medieval Folklore Studies (new journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Friday, August 29, 1997 - 3:04am


Francesca Sautman


     Announcing a new journal:

     ************************
     MEDIEVAL FOLKLORE STUDIES
     *************************

        *Medieval Folklore Studies* considers folklore as  the
unofficial culture of the majority, the foundation upon which
more institutionalized  productions of culture are  based, the
protean culture often discovered within the interstices of
institution and authority. Folklore can be viewed as the
"vernacular" language of social practices, and the collective
ritualization of actions and gestures.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Performance Practice (journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Tuesday, July 22, 1997 - 4:58pm


D K Manley


CALL FOR PAPERS

Submissions are invited for Issues 3 and 4 of 'Performance Practice', a
peer-reviewed journal, which deals with the processes of making creative
practical work for and with students. Papers concerned with
interdisciplinary investigations, mixed-media presentations and/or
installations are as appropriate to the philosophical 'brief' of
'Performance  Practice'  as  are  more  ostensibly  conventional
productions.






  

  
    

      
                    CFP: Pink Cadillac (E-journal)

            
      

          
  
  updated: 
Sunday, July 13, 1997 - 6:37pm


Jason P. Mitchell


Call for Submissions:

Pink Cadillac:

A Quarterly Web Review of Art and Literature

seeks submissions of poetry, short fiction, book reviews, visual arts, and
essays on contemporary culture and politics for its premiere issue, which
will be published on September 15.  Subsequent issues will be published on
the 15th of December, March, June, and September of each year.  Deadlines
are the 15th of the previous month.
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